iVendLocker is a locker based
industrial vending solution
which speeds up the process
of distributing your inventory
and assets – eliminating a
significant level of downtime.

Securely expanding dispensation
By effectively tracking where a tool
was used and who used it, you can
eliminate the guesswork behind
the journeys of each asset. With the
access-controlled, flexible solution
of iVendLockers, you can overcome
the challenges associated with tool
distribution in your business.

See how iVendLocker can transform your stores
management by getting in touch with one of our advisors.

tfc.eu.com

enquiries@tfc.eu.com | (+44) 01435 866011

Scalable and transparent dispensation
As your operation grows or you need to
expand your control to other areas of
your facility, iVendLockers can simply
connect to each other to create an
expandable bay of cabinets to dispense
whatever items you require. These
lockers come standard with clear fronts
for easy visibility of inventory.

• Overall
	
Dimensions: 1870mm(H), 1033mm(W),
500mm(D)
• 	
Row Configuration: 1–12 rows
• Column Configuration: 3–5 columns
• 	
Door Configuration: 9–60 doors depending on
numbers of rows/columns

How secure industrial inventory vending works for you
The system operation of iVend is extremely simple…
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Supplies accessed

3

	
The
user swipes their ID card to gain access to
the cabinet and removes the required items. This
is a secure lock down with issuance by user. This
automatically creates a log of what was taken, by
who and when.
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Requirement generation
Individual stock requirements at all locations are
calculated in real-time, with data passed instantly
to Sourcerer.

	Automated replenishment trigger
	 reorder is automatically generated if Sourcerer
A
is integrated with the suppliers or end-user’s
ERP. If not integrated, a reorder is prompted via
Sourcerer’s replenishment reports.
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	iVend Locker restocked
	
iVend
Locker offers auto re-ordering through
Sourcerer and multi supplier access to their own
products. Delivery of the stock is automatically
dated and time-stamped against the re-stocker.

Stores management inventory made easy
Features that enhance our stores management vending solution.
Ease of use

Automated stock control

Spot purchase items on a touchscreen and secure issuance
by user.

Automatic re-ordering of items through Sourcerer.

Traceability
Tools and products are securely stored, with ease of access
for the users you allocate access to.

Accountability
Make users accountable and eliminate theft.

Quick restocking
Easily return the items to the locker if they’re not required.

Scalability
Lockers can be customised by size and shape depending
on requirements and space.

Supplier fulfilment solved
Allow multiple suppliers access to their own products
so that they can raise requests for replenishment
requirements.

Easy to expand
Ability to run secondary machines from the primary
touchscreen.
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